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(j) = juvenile performer 

 

Points 

2          Direction: Juan-Antonio Bayona* 

0          Editing: Elena Ruiz, Bernat Vilaplana, Enric Sebastia 

2          Cinematography: Oscar Faura*, Serge Bartroli* (2nd Unit) 

1          Lighting: Jose Luis Rodriguez 

1          Written by: Sergio Sanchez   Story: Maria Belon 

1          Music: Fernando Velazquez 

2          Production Designer / Art Directors (3): Eugenio Caballero* /  



             Didac Bono* / Lek Chaiyan Chunsuttiwat* (Thailand), Marina Pozanco* 

2           Sound:  Oriol Tarrago* (Designer), Peter Glossop* (Mixer),  

              Jorge Adrados* (2nd Unit Mixer) 

2           Acting 

2           Creativity  

15 total points 

Cast: Naomi Watts* (Maria Bennett), Ewan McGregor* (Henry Bennett), 

Tom Holland (j)* (Lucas Bennett, son of Maria and Henry), 

Oaklee Pendergast (j) (Simon Bennett, brother to Lucas and Thomas), 

Samuel Joslin (j) (Thomas Bennett, brother to Simon and Lucas), 

Marta Etura (Simone), Sonke Mohring (Karl), Geraldine Chaplin* (Old Woman), 

Ploy Jindachote (Caregiver), Jomjaoi Sae-Limh (Red Cross Nurse), 

Johan Sundberg (j) (Daniel), Jan Roland Sundberg (Daniel’s Father), 

La Orng Thongruang (Old Thai Man), Tor Klathaley (Young Thai Man), 

Douglas Johansson (Mr. Benstrom), Emilio Ticcardi (j) (Morton Benstrom, his son), 

Vorarat Jutakeo (Doctor in stockroom), Karun Konsaman  

(Young Nurse in stockroom), Nicola Harrison  

(Woman in charge of Simon and Thomas), John Albasiny (Oliver Tudpole), others 

 

     Based on real events that befell a Spanish family vacationing over the 

Christmas holidays at a newly opened beachfront hotel in Thailand,  

LO IMPOSIBLE (THE IMPOSSIBLE) depicts the effects of a mammoth tsunami on  

disconnected survivors.  For apparently commercial reasons, Maria Belon’s family 

has been Anglicized and renamed the Bennetts. This permitted casting of English-

language leads, insuring a huge potential audience. But it also created 

considerable confusion about the relation between what is depicted and what 

really occurred. Fortunately for the Spanish production team making the film,  

substitution of an English family for an original Spanish one paid off with 

enormous acting dividends. Key cast leads thoroughly immersed themselves in 

their roles. Sometimes painfully so, as Naomi Watts can attest. For her  

Maria Bennett is severely battered and lacerated by debris as she attempts to 

swim through flood surges to oldest son Lucas.  



     Filming on location in Thailand also proved very cinematically rewarding. 

Scenery and extras matched perfectly with actualities, augmenting credibility. 

Viewers are engulfed in an enormity of chaos and damage that followed in the 

deadly colossal wave’s wake. Accompanied by meticulously recorded sound 

effects and highly impressive underwater photography, the full impact of Nature’s 

wrath is convincingly recreated. In such a potential cornucopia of special visual 

effects, it’s laudable that director, cast, and crew elected not to permit 

performances to be overshadowed. Add production design making optimal use of 

existing artifacts and expert copies. The result is a harrowing, but ultimately 

triumphant testament to human resilience and cooperation. 

     It would have been so enticingly simple and natural for the Bennetts to exclude 

outsiders from consideration during initial searches aimed at reuniting their 

severed family. Thomas and Simon apparently managed to stay close together, 

finding refuges on palm tree trunks. For Lucas and his mother, rescue was more 

problematic. Both were being swept along through debris-laden floods for lengthy 

stretches of time. Yet, despite their precarious situation, Maria remained sensitive 

to sufferings of others, directing her eldest boy to locate and bring to her a lost 

child in their vicinity.  Even out of massive evil caused by unchecked nature came 

memorable instances of compassion, empathy, and charity. Some of these 

involved natives who courageously volunteered to locate, transport, feed, and 

clothe injured survivors. This film pays due tribute to their resourcefulness, while 

not whitewashing the selfishness of others reluctant or unwilling to share time or 

equipment. 

     While no cast members give unconvincing or idiosyncratic performances, 

special mention must be made of those delivered by Tom Holland,  

Ewan McGregor, and Naomi Watts.  

     Tom portrays Lucas Bennett, a boy about eleven years old, egocentric, 

indecisive, seemingly lacking initiative. Only under maternal prodding does he 

reach out to others. Flinching at the sight of blood, the boy appears utterly 

incapable of dealing with trauma and catastrophic injuries. Nonetheless, under 

stress of circumstances, he matures into a man. And not just in the script. 

Whether abandoning all civilities by surrendering to primal screams or choking 

out his name to a stranger in a cautious whisper, Tom’s Lucas proves natural, 



completely in character. Physically, he fully embodies the hesitancy, hasty 

prejudgements, and squeamishness of an overindulged youth whose 

economically privileged family is suddenly deprived of everything extraneous to 

their lives. 

     As Maria Bennett, mother of three preteen sons, Naomi Watts epitomizes 

heroic self-sacrifice. What propels and vitalizes her is willingness to empathize 

completely with those she encounters. Their needs permit Maria to temporarily 

ignore internal suffering and provide an outlet for mental planning and 

encouragement. Maria is a rare great soul who inspires confidence and optimism 

in the face of despair. Such people are essential to society and should be treated 

as treasures. 

     Ewan McGregor is the doggedly intrepid financial prop and defender of family 

cohesion. His attempts to maintain a shield of security for the Bennetts are 

overwhelmed. Still, he does not succumb to despair. A residue of hope, or faith, 

remains intact, impelling him to continue frantic efforts to locate wife and 

children, be they dead or alive. There must be some kind of closure for Mr. 

Bennett, even if it should be profoundly negative. No amount of material 

wounding can erase his compulsion for recovery. In Ewan’s depiction of Henry  

can be found a model of paternal love and unquenchable faith in a better future.   

     Would we behave as nobly in the same situation?  

     Enhanced by superior sound recording throughout an extreme range of 

volumes, LO IMPOSIBLE captures each nuance of a sound environment ravaged by 

elemental chaos. Much dialogue is necessarily muddled, muffled, or overpowered 

by roars and crashes of exterior disintegration. Thus subtitles are critical to 

comprehension. This is quite valid, given the events unfolding on screen. 

     By returning to devastated Thailand beaches for filming, director and crew 

were able to employ not just authentic scenery, but also relevant discovered 

properties. These convey a richly realistic sense of tangible appropriateness. 

Production design combines with skilled cinematography by Oscar Faura and 

Serge Bartroli to communicate both the beauty and utter disorder of a paradise 

turned nightmare. 

     Utilitarian, but unmemorable, the script gives adequate underpinning to 

character motivations and personality traits. It doesn’t examine larger moral 



dilemmas or ethical philosophies. Perhaps writers were overly fearful of alienating 

portions of the audience. Geraldine Chaplin’s old woman starts to investigate 

metaphysics, but backs off before plumbing any real depths. 

     Views and noises of the tsunami itself are terrifyingly genuine, though artificial 

recreations. These communicate unforgettable horrors. True superior creativity is 

evidenced here.  

     One weakness is amateurish videocam-quality Christmas morning scenes with 

fragmented, somewhat confused editing. Too often, lighting schemes are merely 

adequate. Insufficient clarity masks details which would reveal a more 

comprehensive extent of damage done by untrammeled megawave. 

     This film is very highly recommended for mature viewers ages sixteen and up. 

However, it’s too graphically horrifying for younger teens and children.  

     The dvd includes a director audio commentary, a seven-minute featurette on 

casting the film, a six-minute featurette about the film shoot itself, five deleted 

scenes totaling eight and one-half minutes, and a two and one-half minute 

theatrical trailer. 


